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KEY SECTOR TAKEAWAYS

Capstone Partners’ Industrials Group is pleased to share its Precision Manufacturing update. Industrial
production, total manufacturers’ new orders, and industrial capacity utilization have surpassed pre-pandemic
levels, supporting a favorable near-term outlook for manufacturers. In addition, continued technological
innovation in advanced end markets has created new use-cases for complex precision components. Due to
the sector’s defensibility and growth potential, merger and acquisition (M&A) activity has surged, building
upon a historic 2021. Several additional key takeaways are outlined below.

1. The increasing need for precise equipment in advanced end markets, paired with the growing
capabilities, of precision manufacturers is expected to drive sector growth in the long-term.

2. As Industry 4.0 unfolds, manufacturers with dated equipment will struggle to compete as end markets
require more precise and complex parts.

3. Productivity gains are readily available on newer machine tools that utilize automation software and
can help manufacturers more efficiently manage their workflows.

4. Falling steel prices are forecast to materialize in a declining earnings trajectory for metals providers
while increasing profitability for downstream precision manufacturers.

5. Reshoring and nearshoring have become increasingly popular strategies for U.S. companies looking to
bolster supply chain visibility.

6. Strategic acquirers and private equity (PE) firms continue to display an appetite for precision
manufacturers due to their vast and growing capabilities.

7. PE firms have utilized buy-and-build strategies, establishing platforms in the sector through direct
acquisitions which are expanded upon through tuck-in deals.

Capstone Partners offers a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt advisory,
financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of a company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.

To learn more about any of Capstone’s advisory services or Precision Manufacturing sector knowledge, please
contact David Bench, Ted Polk, or Mike Schumacher

Precision Manufacturing
Defensible End Markets Drive Surging 

Consolidation Activity
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MANUFACTURING ACTIVITY OUTPACES PRE-PANDEMIC LEVELS

Performance in the Precision Manufacturing sector is dependent on the key manufacturing indices illustrated
below. Notably, industrial production and total manufacturers’ new orders have surpassed pre-pandemic
levels after falling to record lows at the onset of COVID-19. Demand in growing end markets has continued to
drive production despite rising inflation. Capacity utilization has also been pushed upwards reaching 80.0% in
August (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System)1 due to the recovery of the labor force and
continued improvements in technology. While supply chain pressures continue to challenge manufacturers
that source raw materials from overseas, conditions have improved significantly in 2022 to-date.

Global Supply Chain Pressure

Supply chains continue to 
challenge manufacturers that 

import materials. Although supply 
chain pressures remain high, 

conditions have improved from 
the height of the pandemic. 

Notably, the Global Supply Chain 
Pressure Index has fallen 66.0% 
in August from December 2021, 

illustrating a  shift towards 
normalization in transportation 

costs and manufacturing.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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New Manufacturers’ Orders

Total manufacturers’ new orders 
have increased to $555.2 billion 

in June 2022, the highest level 
since July 2014, demonstrating 

elevated consumption. Resilient 
end markets are expected to 

supplement manufacturing 
demand amid mounting 

recessionary fears.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Industrial Production Index

The Industrial Production Index 
reached 104.5 in August as 

manufacturers continued to 
increase production to meet 

heightened demand in resilient 
end markets. While growing 

inflation and a subsequent drop 
in consumption could result in a 

decline in manufacturing activity, 
this has yet to materialize. 

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
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Metal Prices Impact Margins Across Value Chain

As consumer demand recovered from the onset of
the pandemic, production drove metal prices to
record levels with the U.S. Midwest Domestic Hot-
Rolled Coil Steel (CRU) Index reaching $1,941/st
(steel ton) in August 2021, marking an increase of
258.8% year-over-year (YOY), according to CME
Group.2 Amid higher input costs, upstream metal
providers adjusted pricing to bolster profitability.
Notably, Steel Dynamic’s (Nasdaq:STLD) Steel
business generated an operating income of $1.4
billion in Q4 2021 as higher realized selling values
expanded margins, according to its earnings call.3

With more cash on hand, suppliers integrated
downstream processors through M&A. In a recent
example, Nucor (NYSE:NUE) agreed to acquire
garage door maker C.H.I. Overhead Doors from KKR
& Co. (NYSE:KKR) at an enterprise value of $3
billion, equivalent to ~$13x C.H.I.’s estimated trailing
twelve-month EBITDA at close (June).

As steel prices normalize, metal manufacturers are
likely to face a declining earnings trajectory as
margin pressure transpires. Notably, Steel
Dynamics reported that sequential earnings in Q2
2022 were 5% lower due to metal spread
compression in its Flat Roll Steel operations,
according to its Q2 earnings call.4 However, lower
input costs benefit downstream precision
manufacturers that struggled to protect their
margins when steel prices were at their peak. The
U.S. Midwest Domestic Hot-Rolled Coil Steel Index
fell 57.2% YOY to $798/st in September 2022.

6

INDUSTRY 4.0 AND RESHORING CONTINUE TO TRANSFORM THE SECTOR

Industry 4.0 Optimizes Manufacturing Processes

Industry 4.0, which involves the intersection of
physical production with Internet of Things (IoT),
big data and analytics, artificial intelligence (AI),
and other forms of technology, continues to
advance the Manufacturing landscape. Sector
players adopting this wave of innovation are
expected to leverage machinery that can monitor
and self-diagnose issues autonomously as factory
processes become connected through IoT.
Companies that effectively integrate this
technology are also expected to benefit from
lower production costs, less exposure to labor
force volatility, and fewer errors. Manufacturers
with dated equipment will struggle to compete as
end markets require increasingly complex parts.

Reshoring Gains Boardroom Popularity

Reshoring and nearshoring have become popular
strategies for U.S. companies to alleviate supply
chain and labor force challenges. Notably, the
construction of manufacturing facilities in the U.S.
rose 116% in 2021, far outpacing the 10% gain on all
building projects, according to Dodge Construction
Network.5 In addition, metal plants are being
constructed across the Southern U.S. with Novelis
building a recycling and rolling facility in Alabama,
US Steel (NYSE:X) building a mill in Arkansas, and
Nucor building a steel plate mill in Kentucky,
according to Bloomberg.6 This trend is expected to
continue as companies aim to add visibility and
dependability to supply chains by moving
production closer to headquarters.
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$798

Mike Schumacher
Managing Director

“While the U.S. Industrials space may see some
near-term volatility due to macro and political
events, the mid-to-longer-term Industrial
fundamentals are especially strong in light of
European energy concerns and Chinese economic
slowing driven by COVID shutdowns and real
estate weakness. As metals prices trade down and
the U.S. is seen as the stable investment location
of choice, precision manufacturers are set for a
strong 2023 on the back of expanding margins
and robust M&A backdrop.”

U.S. Midwest Domestic Hot-Rolled Coil Steel 
Futures Drop From Historic Levels

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022



END MARKETS INCREASINGLY DEMAND PRECISION PARTS

7

Commercial Aerospace

Component demand from aircraft manufacturers
fell drastically at the onset of COVID-19 with
revenue for the Aircraft, Engine, and Parts
Manufacturing sector projected to have declined
21.3% in 2020 alone due to a drop off in air travel,
according to IBISWorld.7 As the economy has
reopened, travel has accelerated which is
expected to spur aircraft part demand in the
future, barring new COVID-19 variants. Notably, the
two largest commercial aircraft manufacturers
Boeing (NYSE:BA) and Airbus (ENXTPA:AIR) have
delivered 165 and 237 aircrafts, respectively, in
2022 to-date, compared to 111 and 220 in the same
period in 2021 (respectively), according to Simple
Flying.8 While the sector’s recovery will
supplement demand for precision parts in the
near-term, utilization of lightweight materials and
energy efficient innovations are expected to drive
long-term growth.

Defense

Many precision manufacturers serve the Defense
sector due to the abundance of advanced
technology and the cruciality of accuracy. Defense
clients require strong materials with high
temperature and pressure thresholds. This sector
is highly reliant on precision manufacturers due to
the extensive applications, material flexibility, and
strength of precision parts. Defense players will
continue to pursue contracts with leading
precision manufacturers to increase production
speeds and extend design freedom without
compromising accuracy. Precision manufacturers
serving these clients are expected to benefit from
the strong defense budget in fiscal year (FY) 2023.
Notably, President Biden submitted a $773 billion
budget request for FY 2023, including $56.5 billion
for Air Power Platform and Systems, $40.8 billion
for Sea Power, and $12.6 billion to modernize army
and Marine Corps fighting vehicles, according to
The White House.9
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Enplanements for U.S Air Carriers (Domestic)

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics
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2.9

67.0

Enplanements for domestic U.S. air carriers were up 26.9% 
year-over-year in May 2022.

The $773 billion fiscal year 2023 Department of Defense 
budget request marks a 4.1% increase year-over-year.
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END MARKETS INCREASINGLY DEMAND PRECISION PARTS (CONTINUED)

8

Light Weight Vehicle Sales

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022

In August, light vehicle sales nearly matched the prior year level. 
Vehicle innovation will drive long-term component demand.

Automotive

Precision manufacturers provide the Automotive
sector with stronger, lighter, and more compact
components with resistance to wear and heat
pressures. The pandemic challenged the
Automotive segment, as vehicle miles traveled
declined 38.5% in April 2020 YOY (U.S. Federal
Highway Administration),10 and consumers elected
not to purchase cars due to economic uncertainty.
The proliferation of electric vehicles, autonomous
driving, and lightweighting will fuel long-term
demand for precision parts as vehicle
manufacturers increase efficiency.

Worldwide Semiconductor Market

Global Semiconductor market revenue is expected to rise 16.3% 
YOY in 2022 amid high demand and supply chain recovery.
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Medical Devices

Precision manufacturers offer specialized
components often adhering to tight tolerance
ranges and specifications of medical device
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
Precision Manufacturing has enabled complex
procedures including microsurgery on embryonic
infants, blood vessels, and the brain, according to
Medical Plastics News.11 Sector players serving this
market are expected to benefit from
advancements in technology and rising demand
for treatments due to the aging population. Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
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U.S. Medical Equipment and Supplies Production

Real output of medical equipment rose 12.8% year-over-year in 
August and will continue to be driven by the aging population.

118.2

81.2

Electronics

Remote work has contributed to elevated
electronics demand, emphasizing the need for
ample semiconductor supply. Semiconductors are
a major market for precision manufacturers due to
precise component requirements that
accommodate small package designs. The global
semiconductor shortage has revealed the vast
quantity of sectors that are reliant upon these
chips for production. Precision manufacturers will
continue to benefit from the application of
semiconductors in autonomous vehicles and the
miniaturization of consumer electronics as supply
chains recover.
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MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS MARKET BUILDS UPON RECORD VOLUME

Precision Manufacturing transaction volume has
continued to surge in year-to-date (YTD) 2022,
demonstrating the sector’s defensibility amid
economic uncertainty. While the broader middle
market recorded a 3.4% YOY decline in M&A
activity, deals announced or closed in the
Precision Manufacturing sector increased 77.3%
YOY through August 22.

As an integral driver behind the advancement of
technology in the Commercial Aerospace, Defense,
Medical Devices, Automotive, and Electronics end
markets, the Precision Manufacturing sector has
retained strong demand. In addition, the sector
represents an attractive consolidation opportunity
for competing players and private equity firms due
to segment fragmentation and the vast number of
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). As
Industry 4.0 accelerates, strategics and PE-backed
platforms will utilize M&A to gain technology, scale,
and expand into new segments.

Financial acquirers continue to lead deal activity
through YTD comprising 54.4% of transactions. PE
firms have utilized buy-and-build strategies,
establishing platforms through direct acquisitions
(23.1%) which are expanded upon through tuck-in
deals (31.3%). This is evidenced by CORE Industrial
Partners, a private equity firm with several
acquisitive platforms across the sector (see next
page). PE has demonstrated an appetite in the
Precision Manufacturing sector due to the growing
need for more precise parts in advanced end
markets. In addition, acquiring domestic precision
manufacturers allows private equity firms to
capitalize on the reshoring of supply chains.

While interest rates remain low relative to historic
levels, recent hikes could weigh on transaction
valuations as future cash flows are discounted at a
higher rate. However, the Precision Manufacturing
M&A market remains competitive, teeming with
well-capitalized buyers willing to pay a premium
for safe growth amid economic uncertainty. As a
result, precision manufacturers with an established
customer base in growing end markets are
expected to retain strong demand and attract
healthy valuations in the M&A market. In a recent
example, private equity firm Altaris Capital
Partners entered a definitive agreement to acquire
medical device manufacturer Intricon at an
enterprise value of $221.3 million, equivalent to
21.8x EV/EBITDA.

Add-ons Lead Deal Activity as Private 
Equity Firms Build Sector Platforms

Year-to-date (YTD) ended August 22
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Partners

M&A Activity Continues to Accelerate

9

David Bench
Managing Director

“Despite recent domestic inflation and global
geopolitical, energy, and economic headwinds, we
anticipate M&A activity in the U.S. Precision
Manufacturing market to remain strong.
Anticipated U.S. demand from reshoring, supply
chain deglobalization, and continued
advancements in automation, preventative
maintenance, and 3D printing, among others, will
drive investment in the space.”

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022



PRIVATE EQUITY HIGHLIGHT: CORE INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS

Founded: 2017
Headquartered: Chicago, Illinois 
Current Portfolio Companies: 10
Capital Commitments: ~$700 million

Active Platform Companies

Acquisition Date Platform Business Description and Add-on Investments

January 2022

August 2021

July 2020

RE3DTECH provides in-house manufacturing services, specializing in 3D
printing utilizing multi-jet fusion technologies and direct metal laser
sintering. The company serves Aerospace & Defense, Consumer,
Technology, Industrial, Automotive, and Medical end markets. In June,
RE3DTECH acquired GoProto to form an additive manufacturing platform
with Industry 4.0 capabilities.

10

CORE Industrial Partners is a private equity firm with a focus on manufacturing, industrial technology, and
industrial service businesses in the North American lower middle market. CORE primarily pursues majority
control investments in companies with revenue up to $200 million and EBITDA up to $20 million.

Buy-and-Build Case Study

CORE utilizes a buy-and-build strategy, acquiring a company in an attractive vertical and then consolidating
its competitors through tuck-in deals to bolster the platform company’s size and capabilities.

• In September 2019, CORE acquired Fathom, a provider of advanced manufacturing services with expertise
in 3D printing and additive manufacturing, through its portfolio company Midwest Composite. The
transaction formed one of the largest privately held digital manufacturing service providers in North
America, according to a press release.12

• CORE bolstered Fathom’s digital manufacturing capabilities with the addition of Summit Tooling and
Summit Plastics (February 2021, undisclosed), marking its fourth add-on deal to the platform.

• In December 2021, Fathom completed its public listing on the New York Stock Exchange through the
completion of a business combination with Altimar Acquisition Corp. II, a special purpose acquisition
company (SPAC). The combined company was valued at $1.5 billion and trades under (NYSE:FATH).
Through the initial public offering (IPO) Fathom positioned itself for further growth propelled by Industry
4.0 and enhanced its additive and advanced traditional manufacturing capabilities. Outlined below are a
selection of CORE’s other platforms.

CGI Automated Manufacturing is a custom precision sheet metal fabrication
solutions provider specializing in short lead times for mid-to-high volume
complex sheet metal production parts, assemblies, and weldments. In July,
CGI completed its seventh add-on acquisition, adding Tenere which
provides custom mechanical solutions to the Information & Communication
Technology, Fiber, and Renewable Energy end markets.

Incodema is a precision sheet metal engineering solutions provider offering
various internal sheet metal cutting and forming solutions. In April 2021,
Fathom acquired a group of precision manufacturing service providers
comprised of Centex Machining & Welding, Laser Manufacturing, Precision
Process Corporation, and Micropulse West.

Source: CORE Industrial Partners

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022



NOTABLE TRANSACTIONS
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Compass Precision, a portfolio company of Main Street Capital Holdings that provides
precision machining and fabrication services for OEMs through its subsidiaries, acquired
R&D Machine and Engineering in April (undisclosed). R&D Machine and Engineering is a
manufacturer of precision metal components. The company has extensive 5-axis
machining capabilities, primarily serving customers in the Aerospace & Defense, and
Space markets, according to a press release.14 Through the acquisition, R&D has become
the sixth operating company for Compass Precision. Compass utilizes a centralized
platform to provide strategic guidance, operational expertise, sales and marketing support,
and administrative support services. Main Street plans to supplement Compass’ organic
growth through additional precision machining acquisitions in growth markets.

Acquires

In June, private equity firm Guardian Capital Partners completed a majority stake
investment in Precision Roll Solutions (PRS), a manufacturer of highly-engineered precision
roll solutions and former portfolio company of May River Capital (undisclosed). PRS
provides solutions to support the production of thousands of end-use products across
Consumer Products, Life Sciences, and Industrial end markets. Since acquiring the
company in 2016, May River Capital has made several investments allowing PRS to
accelerate growth. More specifically, the investments afforded May River three add-on
acquisitions, the formation of an umbrella brand, the recruitment of key leadership figures,
integration of business functions, product line extensions, and facility expansion and
optimization, according to a press release.13 PRS plans to leverage Guardian’s experience to
continue to execute its strategic growth initiatives and achieve greater value.

Acquires

Acquires

In May, an affiliate of healthcare investment firm Altaris Capital Partners completed its
previously announced acquisition of Intricon at an enterprise value of $221.3 million,
equivalent to 1.8x EV/Revenue or 21.8x EV/EBITDA. Altaris acquired all outstanding shares of
Intricon stock at $24.25 per share in cash, representing a premium of ~39% to Intricon’s
closing stock price on February 25, 2022, according to a press release.15 Intricon is a
manufacturer of micro-miniature products, microelectronics, high precision injection-
molded plastic components, and assemblies and software solutions for medical devices.
As a result of the transaction, Intricon is now a private company. Intricon will benefit from
Altaris’ backing as it continues to advance its medical technology offerings.

Ted Polk, Managing Director

“Over the next decade, we expect that businesses supporting precision machining will
benefit from the reshoring of industry sectors crucial to our national security and
economy. It will naturally result in the adoption of the most advanced technologies and
the continued automation of manufacturing processes.”

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022



In July 2022, Capstone Partners advised Telesis
Technologies, Inc. (Telesis)—a global industrial
technology leader of AI vision system-based laser
and dot peen automation systems for permanent
marking applications—on its sale to Hitachi
Industrial Equipment Systems Co., Ltd. (HIES).
Telesis was a portfolio company of Crimson
Investments and Bertram Capital Management.
Terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Telesis Technologies is a leading turnkey marking
solutions provider that fully integrates proprietary
laser and dot peen marking systems with robotics
and automation applications. Telesis offers the
industry’s broadest product portfolio utilizing
proprietary laser, dot peen, vision, and AI with
automation and engineering capabilities and
enjoys one of the largest installed bases of marking
systems across multiple end markets.

For more than 40 years, HIES has successfully
developed its Coding and Marking Business with
Continuous Inkjet Printing technology, to serve a
variety of product identification needs in Food &
Beverage, Cosmetics, Pharmaceutical, Electronic
and Automotive parts industries in well over 110
countries worldwide.

Increasing demand for precise, indelible coding,
and more environmentally friendly products
expands the business opportunities for a wider
range of coding technology, in particular laser and
dot peen markers. HIES will seek to implement
Telesis’ proprietary AI and software technology
across its own install base of inkjet printers, while
further expanding its laser and dot peen marking
product portfolio.

“The acquisition of Telesis provides HIES with
best-in-class AI and laser marking technologies to
further solidify their leadership in the industrial
marking and coding segments. It was a pleasure
serving the investment banking needs of Crimson,
Bertram, and Telesis,” stated Peter Nam, Group
Head & Managing Director of Capstone’s Industrial
Technology Group.

CAPSTONE CASE STUDY

12

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

a portfolio company of

Precision Manufacturing | September 2022

Capstone differentiated 
themselves with their deep 
knowledge of various 
technologies. This enabled 
Capstone’s team to advise us on 
how to best position the company 
and its technology for both 
strategic and private equity 
buyers. Their tactical advice and 
overall commitment to the deal 
resulted in a value that exceeded 
our expectations in a tumultuous 
time in the economy.

John-Paul Ho
Managing Partner, Crimson Investments

”

“

https://www.capstonepartners.com/transactions/capstone-partners-advises-telesis-technologies-on-its-sale-to-hitachi-industrial-equipment-systems/
https://www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english/
https://www.capstonepartners.com/advisors/peter-nam/
https://www.capstonepartners.com/industries/industrial-technology/


In December 2021, Capstone Partners advised
Aquasol Corporation on its acquisition by Gen Cap
America, Inc. Founded in 2003, New York-
based Aquasol is an internationally recognized
leader in the manufacturing of water-soluble and
other welding consumables. Their patented
offerings include pipe-purging consumables and
other innovative technologies that are critical for
high-tech welding, particularly for use in
challenging environments such as refineries, plants,
and pipelines. Aquasol’s flagship water-soluble
paper is also used for dissolvable labels, inspection
tags, confetti, and other products for the
Consumer and Healthcare sectors, among others.
With distribution in over 90 countries, Aquasol’s
unique product line has been internationally
recognized and utilized on projects by companies
such as Saudi Aramco, Chevron, British Petroleum,
Exxon Mobile, and more.

Founded in 1989, Gen Cap America is a Nashville-
based private equity firm that provides equity for
acquisitions, division spinoffs, and recapitalizations
of profitable, well-established middle-market
businesses. Since its founding, Gen Cap has made
over 60 platform investments with preferred areas
of interest including Energy, Industrials, Healthcare,
Telecommunication Services, and Utilities.

The deeply talented 
management team at Aquasol
is comprised of true subject 
matter experts. They are a go-
to resource, and we wish 
them well on the next stage of 
the company’s journey. Gen 
Cap is a very compatible 
partner for them.

Ted Polk
Managing Director, Capstone Partners

“

”

CAPSTONE CASE STUDY
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https://www.capstonepartners.com/transactions/capstone-partners-advised-aquasol-corporation-on-its-sale-to-gen-cap-america-inc/
https://gencapamerica.com/


Date Target Acquirer Target Business Description Transaction Type

08/02/22
Minnesota Rubber 
and Plastics

Trelleborg Sealing 
Solutions

Manufactures precision molded plastic and molded 
rubber components, assemblies, and finished products.

Public Strategic

07/26/22 Fabcon Tide Rock Holdings
Operates as a precision sheet metal fabrication and 
contract manufacturing company.

Platform Investment

07/19/22 Telesis Technologies
Hitachi Industrial 
Equipment Systems

Provides turnkey marking solutions. Public Strategic

07/19/22 Accu-Fab Tide Rock Holdings Offers precision sheet metal products. Platform Investment

07/19/22 Tenere
CGI Automated 
Manufacturing

Manufactures metal fabrication and injection 
molding products.

PE Add-on

07/14/22 MedTorque Arch Medical
Manufactures surgical parts and equipment intended for 
the Healthcare industry.

Private Strategic

07/08/22
Precision Machining 
Services

P4G Capital 
Management

Manufactures parts for the Commercial, Medical, 
Defense, and Aerospace sectors. Platform Investment

06/28/22 John Evans' Sons
Lesjöfors; Beijer Alma 
(OM:BEIA B)

Manufactures spring products serving aerospace, 
window, medical device, and other companies.

Public Strategic

06/21/22 New York State Tool Arch Cutting Tools
Manufactures custom tools for Aerospace, Automotive, 
General Industrial, Medical, and Woodworking sectors.

Private Strategic

06/22/22 Goproto Re3dtech
Manufactures metal and plastic parts for Medical, 
Aerospace, Industrial, and Automotive sectors.

PE Add-on

06/01/22
Elite Manufacturing 
Technologies

CGI Automated 
Manufacturing

Provides metal fabrication and production services. PE Add-on

05/20/22
Precision Roll 
Solutions

Guardian Capital 
Partners

Manufactures industrial rolls, plates, sleeves, and 
machined components.

Platform Investment

05/12/22 MPR Plastics Thunderbird
Engages in high precision injection molding of 
plastic parts. Platform Investment

05/06/22 Eva-Lution
Precision Edge 
Surgical Products

Manufactures orthopedic and medical 
device instruments. Private Strategic

05/02/22 Mistequay Group
Textron Aviation; 
Textron (NYSE:TXT)

Provides manufacturing services for Aerospace, Satellite, 
Defense, Heavy Equipment, and other sectors. Public Strategic

04/19/22
R&D Machine and 
Engineering

Compass Precision Manufactures precision machined parts. PE Add-on

04/11/22
Honematic Machine 
Corporation

PCX Aerostructures, Manufactures precision hollow components. PE Add-on

04/04/22 Petersen
Precinmac Precision 
Machining

Provides fabrication, manufacturing, and machining 
services for a variety of sectors. PE Add-on

03/25/22 SMC Aerospace G.S. Precision Manufactures aviation and aerospace components PE Add-on

02/17/22 Haven Manufacturing
CGI Automated 
Manufacturing

Manufactures engineered components such as 
computer numerical control (CNC) machined parts.

PE Add-on

02/07/22
Nano Precision 
Medical

Second Sight 
(Nasdaq:EYES)

Develops small subdermal implants to provide 
long-term therapeutics. Public Strategic

01/10/22 Jarvis Auto Machine Arete
Provides precision CNC machining services to Industrial, 
Defense, Photonics, Firearms, and Pneumatics sectors.

Platform Investment

12/20/21 Aquasol Gen Cap Amerca
Manufactures water-soluble and other welding 
consumables with distribution in over 90 countries.

Platform Investment

Blue indicates Capstone-advised transaction
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Partners

SELECT TRANSACTIONS
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PUBLIC COMPANY DATA: AEROSPACE COMPONENTS

Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 09/21/22 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

Barnes Group Inc. $30.25 62.0% $1,528.2 $2,039.9 $1,269.7 $261.3 20.6% 1.6x 7.8x

Curtiss-Wright Corporation $142.98 87.7% $5,489.7 $6,653.3 $2,456.2 $542.4 22.1% 2.7x 12.3x

HEICO Corporation $150.44 90.8% $18,013.4 $18,462.4 $2,108.1 $577.1 27.4% NM NM

Howmet Aerospace Inc. $33.43 85.7% $13,886.9 $17,688.9 $5,285.0 $1,254.0 23.7% 3.3x 14.1x

Magellan Aerospace Corporation $5.26 64.1% $303.2 $344.9 $562.7 $27.6 4.9% 0.6x 12.5x

Spirit AeroSystems Holdings, Inc. $25.12 47.1% $2,641.1 $5,725.4 $4,482.7 $73.9 1.6% 1.3x NM

TransDigm Group Incorporated $567.06 82.7% $30,754.3 $46,853.3 $5,198.0 $2,392.0 46.0% NM 19.6x

Woodward, Inc. $87.18 67.5% $5,245.1 $5,936.9 $2,313.0 $368.4 15.9% 2.6x 16.1x

Mean 20.3% 2.0x 13.7x

Median 21.3% 2.1x 13.3x

Harmonic Mean 7.5% 1.5x 12.7x

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

Source: Capital IQ as of September 21, 2022

PUBLIC COMPANY DATA: CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 09/21/22 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

Benchmark Electronics, Inc. $25.77 88.5% $906.1 $1,011.9 $2,569.0 $141.0 5.5% 0.4x 7.2x

Celestica Inc. $9.00 71.0% $1,109.0 $1,530.7 $6,263.6 $352.5 5.6% 0.2x 4.3x

Flex Ltd. $17.87 91.1% $8,150.2 $10,182.2 $27,046.0 $1,711.3 6.3% 0.4x 5.9x

Jabil Inc. $58.90 81.7% $8,102.0 $10,485.0 $31,857.0 $2,318.8 7.3% 0.3x 4.5x

Plexus Corp. $90.37 91.2% $2,504.3 $2,703.4 $3,530.8 $239.7 6.8% 0.8x 11.3x

Mean 6.3% 0.4x 6.7x

Median 6.3% 0.4x 5.9x

Harmonic Mean 6.2% 0.4x 5.9x
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Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 09/21/22 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

ATI Inc. $29.67 89.1% $3,854.2 $5,446.6 $3,284.7 $488.3 14.9% 1.7x 11.2x

Carpenter Technology Corporation $35.58 79.1% $1,718.7 $2,308.9 $1,836.3 $113.1 6.2% 1.3x 20.4x

MSC Industrial Direct Co., Inc. $74.82 85.0% $4,188.8 $5,021.8 $3,500.7 $527.6 15.1% 1.4x 9.5x

Park-Ohio Holdings Corp. $13.18 49.0% $157.9 $833.9 $1,575.4 $96.1 6.1% 0.5x 8.7x

Standex International Corporation $83.29 68.6% $996.6 $1,105.8 $735.3 $143.4 19.5% 1.5x 7.7x

Worthington Industries, Inc. $50.38 80.2% $2,495.3 $3,441.6 $5,242.2 $647.0 12.3% 0.7x 5.3x

Mean 12.3% 1.2x 10.5x

Median 13.6% 1.3x 9.1x

Harmonic Mean 10.1% 1.0x 8.9x

PUBLIC COMPANY DATA: DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIALS

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

PUBLIC COMPANY DATA: SPECIALTY INDUSTRIALS

Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 09/21/22 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

AMETEK, Inc. $117.56 79.4% $26,989.2 $29,317.3 $5,917.5 $1,801.3 30.4% 5.0x 16.3x

Atlas Copco AB $9.56 64.9% $44,988.9 $46,755.9 $11,764.5 $3,029.3 25.7% 4.0x 15.4x

Enovis Corporation $50.85 31.0% $2,751.6 $2,921.9 $3,957.7 $626.2 15.8% 0.7x 4.7x

ESCO Technologies Inc. $78.12 81.4% $2,019.6 $2,184.8 $806.5 $148.9 18.5% 2.7x 14.7x

Illinois Tool Works Inc. $192.72 77.1% $59,670.3 $66,432.3 $15,185.0 $3,997.0 26.3% 4.4x 16.6x

Lincoln Electric Holdings, Inc. $134.62 90.6% $7,797.1 $8,527.8 $3,545.7 $678.0 19.1% 2.4x 12.6x

Melrose Industries PLC $1.22 57.5% $4,948.4 $6,802.6 $8,561.9 $646.5 7.6% 0.8x 10.5x

NN, Inc. $2.29 37.4% $100.5 $358.7 $481.1 $45.9 9.5% 0.7x 7.8x

RBC Bearings Incorporated $225.68 85.2% $6,477.5 $7,972.1 $1,140.8 $308.1 27.0% 7.0x 25.9x

Sandvik AB (publ) $14.09 59.0% $17,673.1 $21,453.8 $10,969.9 $2,463.6 22.5% 2.0x 8.7x

TriMas Corporation $26.50 68.4% $1,113.1 $1,510.6 $893.4 $168.1 18.8% 1.7x 9.0x

Mean 20.1% 2.8x 12.9x

Median 19.1% 2.4x 12.6x

Harmonic Mean 16.9% 1.6x 10.6x
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Capstone maintains an active Industrials Group in the middle market with Precision Manufacturing being an
important vertical within our focus. This market presence allows Capstone to provide precision manufacturers
with up-to-date market data and access to key decision-makers among the industry’s most active acquirers
and investors. A sampling of Capstone’s closed and active deal in the space is outlined below.
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Disclosure

This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad knowledge and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

$65.1M
average 

transaction 
value

51
deals involving foreign             

private equity firms 

65%
completed with a 
European partner

218
M&A transactions

completed in 2020

30%
of our deals 
are cross-

border

$12.5B
aggregate 

transaction value

6th
globally ranked for 

deals under $500m

International

170+ professionals
12 offices

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York  Orange County ·
Philadelphia   Richmond · San 
Diego · Tampa 

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central 
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

United States

capstonepartners.com
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